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Abstract

Binary-clause reasoning has been shown to reduce the size of the search space on many satisfiability problems,
but has often been so expensive that run-time was higher than that of a simpler procedure that explored a larger space.
The method of Sharir for detecting strongly connected components in a directed graph can be adapted to performing
“lean” resolution on a set of binary clauses. Beyond simply detecting unsatisfiability, the goal is to find implied
equivalent literals, implied unit clauses, and implied binary clauses.

1 Introduction

We assume the reader is familiar with thesatisfiability problem, which seeks to determine if any assignment to the
propositional variables of a Boolean formula causes it to evaluate totrue. In recent research, planning problems,
hardware and software verification problems and others have been encoded as satisfiability problems. There is a
substantial difference among these types of problems, however. For planning problems, the successful outcome is a
satisfying assignment, which describes the plan, and is easily checkable. For verification problems, the successful
outcome is thelack of a satisfying assignment. But the single bit “no” is not easily checkable.

If an important decision is to be taken based on claims that certain statements have been formally verified, there is a
need to be able to verify the verifier. It is probably impractical to prove that the solver is bug-free, but if it produces an
easily checkable proof, then thatproof can be verified without addressing the issue of whether the program is bug-free.

Propositional resolution proofs are very easy to check, independently of the program that produced the proof. The
proof can be presented as a sequence of “records”. Them input clauses are indexed 1 throughm in this sequence.
After that, each record consists of its index in the sequence, the clashing literal, the two operand clauses (i.e., their
indexes), and the resolvent clause. The correctness of the proof can be established merely by applying the definition
of the resolution operation to each record in isolation. In theoretical terms, the checking problem is in logspace, a very
easy complexity class.

These considerations motivate our study of the problems connected with extracting proofs from the runs of
satisfiability solvers. Elsewhere, we describe how to construct a refutation as a by-product of a DPLL search that
incorporates pre-order binary-clause reasoning, extending earlier work of Lee and Plaisted [VG02b, LP92].

Nearly all complete satisfiability solvers are in the DPLL family (for Davis, Putnam, Loveland, and Logemann
[DLL62]). They search for a satisfying assignment by fixing variables one by one and backtracking when an assign-
ment forces the formula to befalse. The procedure is not very effective in its original form, but it has been enhanced
with various techniques to reduce the search space. Techniques to choose the branch variable are a separate topic, not
treated here.

Reasoning techniques can be broadly classified aspreorderandpostorder. Preorder techniques are applied as the
search goes forward, and include binary-clause reasoning, equivalent-literal identification, and other efficient reasoning
steps whose goal is to show that certain variable bindings cannot lead to a satisfying assignment [BS92, Pre95, VGT96,
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Li00, Bac02]. (The unit-clause rule can be absorbed into the policy for selecting the branching literal, so it is not
classified as preorder reasoning.)

Postorder techniques are applied when the search is about to backtrack, because a “conflict” has been discovered
[SS96, Zha97, BS97, MMZ+01]. Postorder techniques are variously called non-chronological backtracking, conflict-
directed back-jumping, and learning. These techniques are compared in a recent paper [ZMMM01]. There are
substantial difficulties in combining preorder and postorder techniques, and only two attempts have been reported
[VG02b, Bac02].

This paper describes a more efficient procedure for binary-clause reasoning than those previously used. Using
depth-first search as the foundation, the procedure derives a “lean” set of binary clauses that justify equivalent literal
replacements, as well as certain implied unit clauses. In many cases the set of derived clauses is much smaller than
would be derived by two-closure [VGT96, Bac02]. Similar techniques have been reported by del Val [dV01] for
detecting strongly connected components in binary clauses.

Although techniques for binary-clause reasoning might seem at first to be independent of techniques for proof
production and verification, we show that there is a close connection in Section 5. By paying attention to the proof
requirements, we arrive at a deduction strategy that would not naturally be chosen for ease of deductions alone. This
strategy permits proofs for equivalence of literals to be generated with only an increase in the constant factor over
inferring their equivalence without proof. Previously known methods might require quadratically many proof steps.

A new technique is introduced to “approximate” the two-closure of the given binary clauses. Using the idea of
active intervalsfrom depth-first search, a data structure is built in linear time that permits querying in constant time
for an implied binary clause. The method is sound, but incomplete: a binary clause might be implied by the given
clauses but not known by the query system.

One application for the “approximate” two-closure that we explore is that it allows us to avoid checking for
someunit-clause inferences. These are inferences that cannot possibly be present in the implication graph, after it is
condensed, based on equivalent literals, into a directed acyclic graph (DAG). The “approximate” two-closure shows
that certain inferences cannot possibly be present.

The effectiveness of the approximation and its ability to eliminate searches for impossible inferences is explored
experimentally with random 2-CNF formulas. The data shows a substantial gain in efficiency for finding all inferable
unit-clauses. However, we are not able to show that the worst case in belowO(nm), which was achieved with
previously reported methods for two-closure. A preliminary version of this work was presented at a symposium
[VG02a].

2 Notation

In CNF, the formula is a conjunction of clauses and each clause is a disjunction of literals; each literal is a propositional
variablex or its negation:x. If q = :x is a negative literal,:q is considered to be its complement,x. We denote a
clause as[q1; q2; : : : ; qk] and a formula asfC1; C2; : : : ; Cmg. An empty formula istrue and[], the empty clause, is
false.

3 Implication Graphs

Apsvall, Plass, and Tarjan recognized that binary clauses can be interpreted as a directed graphG = (V;E), called
the implication graph[APT79]. The vertices are the literals and the binary clause[p; q] is interpreted as two directed
edges,:p! q and:q ! p. The symbol “!” can be read as “implies.” Their main result was that the binary clauses
are unsatisfiable if and only some literal and its complement occur in the same strongly connected component (SCC)
of G. An implication graph has this important symmetry property: There is a path fromv tow if and only if there is a
path from:w to:v.

For a set of binary clauses,[p; q] can be interpreted as two directed edges inGT , (p;:q) and(q;:p). Notice that
“q implies:p” would be an incorrect interpretation of(q;:p); therefore we avoid an arrow notation for edges ofGT .
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For data structures, we assume that the program in which the SCC routine is embedded maintains lists of (ref-
erences or pointers to) binary clauses in which each variable occurs. Thus the list for literalp contains precisely
(references to) all of the binary clauses of the form[p; qi], which enables us to find all the edges leavingp in GT (they
go to the literals:qi) and all the edges leaving:p in G (they go to theqi).

For example, if clauses containing literalp are[p; q], [p; r], [p; s], then exactly these clauses are referenced from
the list forp, and the edges leaving:p in G are:p ! q, :p ! r, and:p ! s, while the edges leavingp in GT are
(p;:q), (p;:r), (p;:s).

4 Sharir Algorithm

Sharir recognized that strongly connected components (SCCs) ofG can be detected by performing depth-first search
with the “correct” vertex ordering [Sha81]. The correct ordering can be discovered by performing depth-first search
(with any vertex ordering) onGT thetranspose graphof G, in which all the edges ofG have their directions reversed.

Sharir’s algorithm is described with the terminology used in this paper in several modern texts [BVG00, CLRS01].
It is sketched here for self-containment. The paper assumes that the reader is familiar with depth-first search (DFS),
with three colors used for marking vertices, as described in these sources.

A depth-first search series(DFSS) visits every vertex in the graph, using one or more DFS’s. Each DFS constructs
a singleDFS tree, at least implicitly. Three colors are used for marking vertices,white for undiscovered,gray for
discovered but not finished (also called “open”), andblack for finished (also called “closed”). During the DFS only
white vertices are visited. Each vertex is turned gray at preorder time (also called discovery time) of its visit and is
turned black at postorder time of its visit.

Sharir’s algorithm proceeds in two main phases. Phase one consists of steps 1 and 2 below, while phase two
consists of steps 3 and 4.

1. Initially color all vertices white. Create an empty stackS.

2. (This step comprises a DFSS onGT .) For all verticesv in any order:

If v is white:

Perform a depth-first search (DFS) rooted atv in GT .

During this DFS, at the postorder time of each visited vertexw (also called finishing time), pushw
onto the stackS.

3. Reset all vertices to white.

4. For all verticesv in the order in which they are popped from the stackS:

If v is white:

(v is identified as theleaderof its SCC.)

Perform a DFS rooted atv in G.

Precisely those vertices visited during this DFS (and in the DFS tree rooted atv) comprise the SCC
of whichv is leader.

5 Strongly Connected Components of the Implication Graph

Although Sharir’s algorithm, sketched in Section 4, can be used directly to determine thesatisfiabilityof a set of
binary clauses, we are interested in obtaining much more information. If the set is unsatisfiable, we want to extract
a resolution proof of that fact. If the set is satisfiable, all literals in a single SCC are “equivalent” (i.e., they must be
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equal in any satisfying assignment); we want to extract resolution proofs for these equivalences. Eventually, we want
to discover any unit clauses that are implied and extract their resolution proofs, too.

Now we describe the algorithm for SCCs adapted for binary clauses and extraction of resolution proofs. As before,
phase one consists of steps 1 and 2 and phase two consists of steps 3 and 4. There is also a phase three, consisting of
step 5.

1. Initially color all vertices white. Create an empty stackS.

2. (This step comprises a DFSS onGT .) For all verticesv in any order:

If v is white:

Perform a depth-first search (DFS) rooted atv in GT .

During this DFS, at the postorder time of each visited vertexw (also called finishing time), pushw
onto the stackS.

3. Reset all vertices to white (this might be done by redefining the value of white).

Create an empty stackL.

4. For all verticesv in the order in which they are popped from the stackS:

If v is white and:v is also white:

(v is identified as theleaderof its SCC.)

Push:v onto the stackL.

Perform a DFS rooted atv in G.

Precisely those vertices visited during this DFS (and in the DFS tree rooted atv) comprise the SCC
of whichv is leader.

During the DFS ofG rooted atv, for each visited vertexp a binary clause[:v; p] is derived (unless
[:v; p] is already a clause in the formula, in which casev ! p is an edge ofG).
Each derived clause requires only one additional resolution step: If visiting p from parentq, the clause
[:v; q] has already been derived and the edgeq ! p corresponds to the clause[:q; p]. The resolvent
of these two clauses is[:v; p].

In other casesv is simply popped and not processed; if it is white, its color remains white.

(If v is white and:v is black and:v is the leader of its SCC, then thenv is also theleaderof its SCC but
it might not be safe to perform a DFS rooted atv at this point. That is whyv was pushed ontoL as:v was
processed earlier.)

5. (This step completes a DFSS onG that began in step 4.) For all verticesv in the order in which they are popped
from the stackL:

(v must be white.)

(v is identified as theleaderof its SCC.)

Perform a DFS rooted atv in G.

Binary clauses are derived as described in step 4.

Del Val correctly observes that step 5 is unnecessary toidentify the SCCs [dV01]. However, we include it to develop
the resolution proof that can be independently checked. Note that ifv and:v are leaders of their respective SCCs and
if p is in the SCC ofv, then clauses[:v; p] and[v;:p] have been derived. These formally justify the equalityp = v.
The clause[v;:p] can be used to replace all occurrences ofp in the formula byv, justified by resolution. Similarly all
occurrences of:p can be replaced by:v.
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Figure 1: The modified phase two and new phase three for Sharir’s SCC algorithm. Heavy lines denote roots of DFS
trees and tree edges. Starred vertices inS will be roots of DFS trees in the usual phase 2. Dashed boxes alongside
vertices are existing clauses, while solid boxes show derived clauses.

To understand why steps 4 and 5 use the stackL as they do, we recall the underlying reason why Sharir’s algorithm
works correctly. If there is a path fromu to v in G, andu andv are leaders of their SCCs, thenv is higher thanu in the
stackS. This ensures that step 4 will construct DFS trees that span a single SCC. By the symmetry of the implication
graph, there is a path fromu to v if and only if there is a path from:v to:u. But step 4 ensures that:u is higher than
:v in the stackL. Therefore step 5 will construct DFS trees that span a single SCC.

The combination of steps 4 and 5 ensures thatv is the root of a DFS tree if and only if:v is the root of a DFS tree.
This structure permits the lean (i.e., linear in the number of distinct literals) derivation of binary clauses that establish
literal equivalences for each DFS tree, as explained in the previous paragraph, and illustrated in the following example.

Example 5.1: See Figure 1 for an example that illustrates the main points of the modified SCC algorithm. Phase 1
begins with a DFS onGT , rooted atp, that reaches all vertices exceptu. Vertices are pushed onto stackS at their
finishing times. A second DFS discovers justu, which is pushed last.

Phase 2 begins by poppingu from S and beginning a DFS onG atu. This terminates immediately, identifyingu
as a singleton SCC. Thenp is popped, and the second DFS proceeds tos, q, andr. These vertices comprise the second
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SCC. (Of course,u is not visited, as it is now colored black—the essential point of Sharir’s algorithm.) During this
DFS, clauses[:p; s] and[:s; q] are in the formula and are resolved to derive[:p; q] asq is visited. Then this newly
derived clause is resolved with[:q; r] to derive[:p; r] asr is visited.

Thenr andq are popped, but are already black. Next,t is popped and makes a singleton DFS tree. Thens is
popped, but is already black.

We are now at a critical point because the vertices about to be popped are complementary to those already popped.
Next to be popped is:t, which makes a singleton tree. However,:q, which is popped next, will cause trouble if it is
used as the root of a new DFS tree: the correct vertices will be visited, but the desired clauses will not be derived. We
need clauses[p;:s], [p;:s], and[p;:r]. Instead we get the clauses shown alongside the tree rooted at:q.

The problem is corrected by pushing the complement of each DFS root onto a new stackL, provided the comple-
ment is white; if the complement is black the tree is not constructed. Thusu was popped first fromS, so:u is pushed
ontoL. Thenp is popped,p is white, and:p is white, so:p is pushed ontoL andp roots a new DFS tree. Latert
is popped and:t is pushed ontoL. Still later, when:t, :q, and:u are popped fromS, they donot root new trees
because their complements are black, i.e., have been placed in SCCs. Thus the modified phase 2 completes with DFS
trees for exactly half of the SCCs, rooted atu, p andt.

Finally, in the new phase 3, vertices are popped fromL and used to root the remaining DFS trees. The essential
difference is that:p becomes the leader of its SCC and the desired clauses containingp are derived as its tree is
traversed.

Additional processing would be needed ifv and:v are in the same SCC, to derive the contradiction. However, we
show how this situation can be avoided.

With a little extra bookkeeping during the phase 1 DFSS onGT , it is possible to anticipate that a contradiction
will occur. Suppose� is a contradictory SCC. Then for eachq 2 �, :q 2 �, also. Ifv is the earliest vertex in� to be
discovered during the DFSS onGT , it is known by theWhite Path Theorem[CLRS01] that:v will be a descendant of
v in that search. This means that, at the time:v is discovered,v will be a gray vertex, and the procedure can infer that
there is a pathin G from:v to v. This path allows the derivation of the unit clause[v] before steps 4 and 5 even start.

Generally, derivation of unit clauses is beneficial, so it would probably not be a terrible policy to interrupt the DFS
whenever a path from a vertex to its complement is noticed, and perform the unit-clause derivation. However, there
is a risk that redundant derivations might be carried out. This topic also arises after all the SCCs are identified, so we
defer further discussion until Section 6.

6 Unit Clause Derivation

Whenever there is a path from:v to v in G, the clauses on the path can be resolved in either order to produce a
derivation of[v]. If G is acyclic, this is the only way a unit clause might be derivable.

If a DFS tree contains a path from:v to v, this fact can be detected in constant time. At the beginning of the visit
to v, simply check whether:v is a gray vertex. If the search is inG, then[v] can be derived and if the search is inGT ,
then[:v] can be derived.

As argued in Section 5, if the set of binary clauses is unsatisfiable, then it is necessarily true that some DFS tree
constructed during the DFSS onGT (see Section 5, step 2) contains a path from:v to v for somev that is in a
contradictory SCC. Immediately upon discovering this path (at the beginning of the visit tov) the unit clause[:v] can
be derived.

Once a unit clause, say[:v], has been derived in the DFSS ofGT , the DFS in progress can be suspended and a
DFS rooted at:v can be performed onG. All vertices reachable from:v are also derived as unit clauses. If:v is in
a contradictory SCC, then[v] will be derived, the empty clause will be derived, and processing can stop (the DFS data
structures need to be cleaned up).

If :v is not in a contradictory SCC, then some number of unit clauses are derived, and the interrupted DFS onGT

resumes. However, all binary clauses containing a derived literal are now subsumed, so the DFS procedure should be
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Figure 2: One search of the implication graph can miss unit clauses.

adapted to ignore such clauses. Ifw is about to be visited and[:w] has been derived, then do not visitw. The visit of
v, which caused the interrupt, is also aborted. Ifw is backtracked into and[w] has been derived, then do not visit any
other vertices fromw; instead, backtrack to its DFS parent. By making these adaptations, it is unnecessary to alter the
data structures that defineG andGT in the middle of the DFS.

With this strategy for recognizing unit-clause derivations, we will only complete the SCC algorithm when the
binary-clause set is satisfiable. After equivalent literals have been replaced by their SCC leaders,G can be reformulated
as an acyclic graph. To have complete unit-clause inference, it is necessary to detect any paths of the nature:v to v in
this graph. Unfortunately, one DFSS ofG is not guaranteed to find all such paths.

Example 6.1: Consider the graph in Figure 2. If vertices are examined in sequence, the DFS fromx1 will visit all the
yi andzi vertices, then DFS fromx2 will visit all the :zi and:yi vertices, so that later DFS’s fromx3, : : :, xn will not
find their complements. Unless a fortunate vertex order is used, finding all the derivable unit clauses takes�(njGj)

work. This is the same order as performing a separate DFS from each vertex.

This example shows that complete searches ofG via DFSS may be counterproductive. An early tree might contain
(and color black) vertices that are needed to derive unit clauses. On the other hand, beginning a new DFS (with all
vertices white) at each vertex can be highly redundant. Fortunately, we can exploit the symmetry of the implication
graphG to avoid some useless work.

A source vertexis one with no incoming edges. Vertex:v is a source vertex if and only ifv has no outgoing edges.
A vertexw is said to bereachable fromv if there is a path fromv tow orw = v.

Lemma 6.1: If :v is a source vertex ofG and a new DFS rooted at:v visits bothp and:p, then it also visitsv.

Proof: The DFS visits all vertices that are reachable from:v, by the White Path Theorem. Since there is a path from
:v to :p, by the symmetry of implication graphs, there must be a path fromp to v. Concatenate this to the path from
:v to p.

Corollary 6.2: If :v is a source vertex ofG and a new DFS rooted at:v doesnot visit v, then for every literalp that
was reached from:v, there is no path inG from p to:p.

Proof: If there were such a path, concatenate it to the path from:v to p, providing a path from:v to :p. By the
lemma,:v would have been visited.

Corollary 6.3: If :v is a source vertex ofG and a new DFS rooted at:v visitsp, and there is a path fromp to :p in
G, then (1):p is visited; (2) the visit of:p finishes before the visit ofp; (3) v is visited.
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These statements permit us to weed out some verticesp for which there cannot be a path fromp to:p. If the DFS
rooted at:v does not visitv, then all visited vertices can be discarded as starting points for new DFS’s.

If the DFS rooted at:v doesvisit v, then vertexp remains in consideration only if:p was also visited and finished
earlier thanp. Furthermore, if:p was discovered later thanp it would have been noticed thatp was gray, and the unit
clause[:p] would have been derived immediately, and all vertices reachable from:p would also become unit clauses,
as described at the beginning of this section. Ifp remains in consideration, then:p can be discarded. Therefore at
least half of the vertices visited from:v can be discarded in this case.

If the DFS rooted at:v reachesv, then[v] is derived and vertices:v andv, at least, disappear fromG. Verticesp
that were successors of:v and such that:p was also visited become new sources. Thelast of these to finish its visit
in the previous DFS is the source chosen for the next DFS.

Discarding vertices is a limited benefit. We do not need to begin a DFS at a discarded vertex, but a DFS begun
elsewhere might still visit the discarded vertex. A�(n3) case for the strategy just described can be still be constructed,
wheren is the number of variables occurring in the binary clauses.

Example 6.2: To construct a bad case, put then negative literals in four equal groups,A,B,C,D. The corresponding
positive literals go inA, B, C, D. GroupsA andB are sources. All vertices in one group connect to all vertices in a
certain other group as shown by this picture:

A

A

B

B

C

C

D

D

There will ben=2 DFS’s and each handles about3n2=64 edges. We see that all the non-sources might be discarded
after two searches, but that does not exclude them from future searches.

7 Two-Closure from the Acyclic Implication Graph

Seeing that it is not easy to find all the derivable unit clauses, we might compute the transitive closure ofG after it has
been reduced to an acyclic graph by finding all the SCCs. The clause[:p; q] is derivable if and only if there is a path
from p to q. Thetwo-closureof a set of binary clauses is the set of all derivable clauses. DFSS can be used, together
with a setabstract data type that has theunionoperation.

Perform a complete DFSS onG. Each DFS will compute the set of descendants inG of the root of the DFS.
During the DFS rooted atv, when edgev ! w goes to a white vertex, perform a recursive DFS onw, then retrieve its
descendants asdw = desc[w]. When edgev ! w goes to a black vertex, just retrievedw = desc[w]. At postorder
time computedesc[v] = unionw(dw) [ fvg. The union is over allw adjacent tov. With reasonable assumptions
about the data structures it is possible to computeunionw(dw) in time�(

P
w
jdwj), but this sum can be�(n2) if G

has2n vertices. Therefore the worst-case time for the whole two-closure is�(n3).
In summary, it might be just as efficient to compute the entire two-closure, and get unit clauses as a by-product, as

it is to find all derivable unit clauses. Some experimental results on random 2-CNF are reported in Section 8.

8 Experimental Results

The methods described in earlier sections are partially implemented in preprocessing simplifier programs. Experiments
on random 2-CNF were conducted, with formulas ranging up to 5000 variables and clause-to-variable ratios 0.9, 1.0,
and 1.1. We report only on formulas with 5000 variables, as smaller numbers do not show any interesting differences.
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Original Satisfiable Simplified clauses Two-closure clauses 2clSimpL0

clauses formulas average std.dev. average std.dev. min. max. avg. CPU secs.
4500 197/200 4437 81 37130 8906 21628 82,002 5.93
5000 189/200 4690 257 73595 26844 22277 177,627 7.21
5500 68/200 4281 558 80553 55672 11733 259,241 7.07

Table 1: Statistics on satisfiable random 2-CNF formulas with 5000 variables. Subsequent tables refer to this set of
formulas.

Although random 2-CNF formulas are unsatisfiable with probability approaching 1, for ratios greater 1.0, the
behavior at 5000 variables and ratio 1.1 is not very close to the limit: 34% were satisfiable. This might serve as a
warning about inferring a threshold for 3-CNF from formulas with a few hundred variables.

The simplifiers make extensive use of the implication graph,G. For a formula withn variables andm clauses,G
has2n vertices and2m edges. By “linear” we mean proportional to(n+m).

The basic simplifier program,2clSimpL0, first identifies sets of equivalent literals by SCC computation on the
implication graph,G. Each SCC has a leader. Literals are replaced by their leaders, simplifying the formula to one that
has an acyclic implication graph (which we still callG). In the second step, all derivable unit clauses are found, and
the formula is further simplified, accordingly. The third step (which is not simplification!) is to derive all the implied
binary clauses, which is equivalent to finding the transitive closure of the simplified acyclic implication graph. The set
of given clauses plus implied clauses is called the two-closure of the formula.

Several variations on the basic program were examined. Both the second and third steps are potentially expensive,
proportional ton(n+m) in the worst case. The program2clSimpX0 simply omits the third step. Other variations try
to “approximate” the third step and also modify the second step.

One variation,2clSimpX4, tries to reduce the cost of the second step by performing DFS’s in a “good” order. The
order is found in stackL (before popping in phase 3), as described in Section 5. Take vertices first from the bottom of
stackL to its top, then from the top to the bottom, complemented. The idea is to start searches from vertices that can
reach many vertices. The order for Figure 1 would be:u, :p, :t, t, p, u. In this example, one DFS from:u finds a
path from:u to u and also a path from:p to p; thus both[u] and[p] are derived in one DFS. One complete DFSS is
done using this order. Then individual DFS’s are performed as necessary.

Another possibility,2clSimpX3, is to perform just one DFSS in a “good” order, and risk missing some derivable
unit clauses.

Both 2clSimpX3 and 2clSimpX4 “approximate” the third step in linear time. Using depth-first search, they
construct two arrays in linear time, calleddtimeand ftime, for “discovery time” and “finishing time.” Theactive
interval for a vertexv is fromdtime[v] to ftime[v]. If the active interval forw is contained within the active interval for
v, thenG has a path fromv tow [BVG00, CLRS01], and the clause[:v; w] can be derived. However, there may well
be a path fromv to w when the active interval forw is earlier than that forv. So this data structure gives sound, but
incomplete, information about the transitive closure ofG.

Table 1 shows some statistics for the satisfiable random 2-CNF formulas. Notice that the two-closed formulas have
10–20 times as many clauses as the simplified formulas. All CPU times are seconds on a Sun UltraSparc 10, 440 MHz.
The CPU time for2clSimpL0 is evidently not proportional to the size of the two-closed formula. Unsatisfiability is
always detected in about 0.15 seconds.

Table 2 shows how many unit clauses are derived, as well as times, for several programs.2clSimpL0 derives unit
clauses naively, by beginning a new DFS at each literal, then performs two-closure.2clSimpX0 derives unit clauses
the same way as2clSimpL0, but omits the subsequent two-closure. We see that the two-closure cost is substantial,
but not dominant.

2clSimpX3 omits two-closure and additionally attempts to short-cut the derivation of unit clauses, using only one
DFSS. This is the only linear-time program in the table. Although it saves some time, a large fraction of the derivable
unit clauses were missed.2clSimpX4 improves on2clSimpX3 by deriving all possible unit clauses at very little
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Original 2clSimpL0 2clSimpX0 2clSimpX3 2clSimpX4

clauses unit cls. CPU unit cls. CPU unit cls. CPU unit cls. CPU
4500 32 5.93 32 4.50 11 2.83 32 3.22
5000 156 7.21 156 4.73 45 3.05 156 3.36
5500 599 7.07 599 4.36 188 3.10 599 3.09

Table 2: Average unit clauses derived and times for several programs.

Original Simplified Two-closed Inferred Percent inferrable
clauses clauses clauses clauses average std.dev.

4500 4437 37130 16063 44 7
5000 4690 73595 21052 30 6
5500 4281 80553 18481 28 9

Table 3: Number and percent of two-closure clauses that2clSimpX4was able to infer by active-interval containment.

additional cost, using the methods described in Section 6. By comparing with2clSimpX0 we see that optimizing the
unit-clause step saves about as much as omitting the two-closure step.

Table 3 shows how well the active-interval analysis in2clSimpX4 was able to infer clauses in the two-closure. If
the implication graph consisted entirely of out-trees and in-trees, then 100 percent of the two-closure clauses could
be inferred. Although many binary clauses are missed, the methodology does increase the number of known binary
clauses by a factor of about four, at very little cost. The trade-offs between time to derive clauses and reduced search
space are difficult to evaluate and probably vary widely among formulas.

9 Conclusion

A strategy to make all possible equivalent-literal and unit-clause inferences without performing a complete transitive
closure on the implication graphG has been described. The procedure succeeds in detecting unsatisfiability of the
binary clauses, as well as all equivalent literals in optimal time. However, when the binary clauses are satisfiable, then
the detection of all possible unit-clause derivations might requiren independent searches in the worst case, wheren is
the number of variables appearing in binary clauses. Each search might cost�(jGj). Experiments on random 2-CNF
formulas suggest that this cost is not substantial in practice.

An heuristic procedure was described for “approximating” the two-closure by constructing active intervals in linear
time. Experiments on random 2-CNF formulas suggest that 30 to 40 percent of the two-closure becomes known by
this approximation. However, the new clauses are only “known” in the sense that a query can be answered (in constant
time) for any desired clause. It would be expensive to materialize all the clauses. Bacchus has described a new hyper-
resolution strategy with one long clause and several binary clauses [Bac02]. A topic for future study is whether this
strategy can be implemented efficiently by querying for binary clauses.

In the context of backtracking search, it is desirable not to begin from scratch at each search node. Incremental
processing of new binary clauses remains to be explored.
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